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Congrats...Welcome to Med School

There’s a reason 

you’re here.



7 Steps To Graduation
Preclinical Part 1

The beloved summer after M1 (aka do research, travel the world)

Preclinical Part 2

Some kind of doctoring course to Prep for M3/Step 1

M3

Step 2s/Residency Apps

Honeymoon/M4 (oh yeah!)



Tip #1-Too Many Resources

Splurge not.

Slides/Lectures.



Tip #2-Thou Shalt Not Compare

You are your own unique 

person. Copy not.

Do what works!.....For YOU!

Cons-anxiety, not doing enough.



Tip #3-Anatomy
Seriously, save your money.

Slides/Lecture videos/maybe dissector/school dependent, ask UCM.

Video dissections-University of Wisconsin/UMich quizzes.

Study everyday.

Help your coursemates in lab

Head and neck >>> MSK >>>> TAPP.



Tip #4-How to do well on these exams.
Understanding first.

Multiple passes after understanding.

Learning trends/pathophysiology (embryology = anatomy pathophysiology).

Pitfalls-The “first aid for a first pass lifestyle”, the “this is too low yield I’d rather spend 

time on HY lifestyle”, the “last minute lifestyle”.

Avoid inefficiency-millions of anki, highlighting till the whole book is highlighted, 

hours and hours trying to get through 1 lecture.

As an aside, anatomy is one course where leaving things till the last minute practically 

guarantees that you will be profoundly overwhelmed (read it again!).



Tip #5-Too Big To Learn

Nothing is really low yield.

Learn the basics well. Remember, you’re 

building a knowledge base for your 

USMLEs (and ultimately your career!)



Tip #6-Resource Overload
The undoing of many.

Seriously, don’t pay up.

Eval and ask Q’s.

Pick 1 or 2 tried and true, f/u (your first intro to 

professional note writing) long term.



Tip #7-Say goodbye to your family/No time for a life..

Just no.

With the right approach, may have more 

time than undergrad (M3 is an exception 

though, but it’s just 1 year).



Tip #8-Cracking the med school code
Focus early, focus right.

Learn well the first time.

Be consistent.

Multiple passes of “succinct” and HY resources.

Don’t use strategies “others” are using that don’t work for you!



Tip #9-Anxiety
Preventable causes-last minute lifestyle, overcommitment, resource overload, 

inefficient practices.

Non Preventable causes-big exams, the future, life stuff.

How To?

Control the preventables.

Overall, try to relax (easier said than done but doable).

Speak to someone (even upperclassmen). No need to go it alone..

Be focused/Work Hard...But avoid the “life depends on it” approach. 



Tip #10-Knowing Your Classmates
Your “home away from home”

Support system in (insert city name).

Lifelong friendships.

Do meaningful things together.



Tip #11-How to not look bad..
Don’t one up others.

Help where possible.

Work to make “yourself AND others” look good.

If you make a mistake, try to prevent others from 

doing the same.



Tip #12-Too early?? When is the right time???
This is hugely controversial. Everyone has a different take.

Personal take (take this with a huge grain of salt!)

Ideal timing may be first OR second semester (depends).

Long term review strategy + some source of practice problems (< 

1 hr/day).

For most people, spend your first few weeks figuring things out.



Tip #13-The Academic “Absolutes”
Learn really well the first time. Understand. This is SUPER IMPORTANT.

Make multiple passes.

First Aid. Boards and Beyond.

UWorld/RX PRN.

Pathoma.

Maybe Sketchy???

That’s it, seriously.



Tip #14-Your Best Resources (Who has done it before???)

Upperclassmen 

Assigned Advisors

Deans (with some small 

addendum)



Tip #15-Do you need help?

Ask for it. Early.

Coursework, advice, etc etc.

If I ask for help, people may think I’m 

stupid (no, everyone needs help at some 

point).



Tip #16-Specific Study Stuff
Making thousands of flashcards-nay

Making your own cards-yayish (some premade decks are clutch)

Making flashcards w/o initial understanding-serious nay.

Using anki b/c others are-nay (do what works-audio/visual, making notes, annotating 

slides, anki itself).

Time sinks-rewriting what has been written (sometimes good, sometimes bad), 

spending 4 hrs on 1 lecture (be reasonable, ask someone for guidance), outside 

resources (be careful here, some really good, many not worth your time).



Tip #17-Practice Questions
Material provided.

Pretest (some are good, some are not).

USMLERx.

Avoid UWorld until approx. late 2019/early 2020 (depends on 

your curriculum, accumulate somewhat of a knowledge base 

first).

Review explanations.



Tip #18-If You fail an exam.. (School Dependent)
Seriously, not the end of the world.

Speak to your advisor, upperclassmen.

Retake the exam.

Move on with your life.

You’re no less of a med student.

Get a tutor. Don’t wait till it’s too late.



Tip #19-Should I Shadow??

Yes, but not all the time.

Things you may not necessarily 

be exposed to even in M3.

There’s a reason for M3.



Tip #20-Research and the lovely PI.
Is actually important for the future.

Be wary of research pitfalls-overloading, not what you like, the “love at first meeting 

w/o investigating further mistake”, the “spend many months with nothing to show for 

it mistake”.

Try to get published. Literally what most residencies care about in addition to USMLE 

scores.

Does it encompass your skill set??

Sweet summer deals.



Tip #21-Clinical Skills Prior To M3
Physical exam (maneuvers and write ups).

Interviewing.

Empathy.

The different sections of a “note” (don’t really worry about what 

goes into each section).

Regular practice is key.



The End

Other stuff..

Questions???


